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Free consultation

	Get an ultra-realistic preview of your future smile

	
See how different braces will look on you



	
Just upload your photos – no appointment required



	
No commitment at all



	It only takes a few minutes


Start now for free





Free virtual consultation

	Get an ultra-realistic preview of your future smile

	
See how different braces will look on you



	
Just upload your photos – no appointment required



	
No commitment at all



	
Only takes a few minutes




get Started
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Welcome to Ewell Orthodontics

Ewell Orthodontics is a specialist private practice providing outstanding treatment with superb reviews.

Richard Williams and Faiza Lewis are specialist orthodontists who with their friendly Ewell Orthodontics team are 100% committed to making the patient journey here exceptional.


Treatment options







Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.

Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.



Why your neighbours in Ewell & Surrey trust us…

“From the offset, I’ve had the best experience each and every one of the team members, they’re all so friendly and they’re so welcoming. It’s a great place”

“I do honestly feel that I’m valued here.”

“I didn’t just want something quite generic. I wanted someone to really listen to all my concerns.”

“The care that I received here at Ewell orthodontics was exceptional. I felt as if I could trust everybody here. And when you’re spending money, that’s what you’re actually looking for.”

” I was 50 when I took the plunge, and although mine was only a gentle close of a gap, it’s made a hundred percent difference to me.”

“I’m so pleased with the outcome of my smile. I feel so much more confident. It’s improved my oral health and my overall health. Honestly, I feel like having my braces has just made me change as a person. I feel like generally I’m happier”

“They really are changing people’s lives, very thorough, very professional, and they care about their patients. Now that the treatment’s finished, I’m over the moon, it can be life changing and it does build confidence.”







More amazing patient reviews


If only every company could offer the same efficiency, excellent service and professionalism as well as Ewell Orthodontics. Mr Williams has been extremely helpful and very patient with all of our questions. I will definitely recommend you to anyone that asks.





Faiza is fabulous and really puts you at ease. I am so happy with the result of my treatment! The whole experience has been great. Faiza is just so open and honest and fills you with confidence. Booking appointments was easy and the reception staff are fantastic. I will miss coming!! But so, so happy with my teeth! I have been recommending Ewell to everyone who has asked! Huge thank you.





Great service from start to finish! Reception staff are so helpful and flexible and Faiza was fantastic. Every procedure was explained carefully and I was reassured throughout. I love my new and improved smile!





Thank you so much for your time and effort in getting my teeth straight and perfect. I am so pleased with them. I will look forward to receiving my retainer next week. Please would you say a big thank you to your assistants and ladies in reception who were all very thoughtful.
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We understand

We know that many people dread going to the dentist or orthodontist. That’s why we specialise in providing orthodontic care that addresses any concerns you may have. We love to see our patients smile, so we don’t just focus on the end goal, but on your comfort during the entire treatment process.


FAQs
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Beautiful Results

It’s our ambition to give you the best smile possible. With everything from simple six month treatments to severe irregularities we are sure to have treated patients with similar concerns as yours before. Take a look at some of our case studies to see the incredible results that Ewell Orthodontics have achieved for previous patients.


Before & After







Are you unhappy to wait for NHS treatment?

The availability of NHS funded orthodontics has been greatly reduced. There are now long waiting lists for both initial consultation and even more before treatment actually starts. Perhaps you have been told your child does not qualify for NHS treatment because their irregularities are too mild on the NHS grading scale? Although we do not provide treatment on the NHS, we can provide a free second opinion**.

Take this opportunity to compare our affordable treatment options and convenient out of school hours appointments with the service you would receive at an NHS practice. Our interest free payment plan makes the investment worthwhile and achievable. Call us for more information.

** When using our Virtual Consultation.




Affordable finance options:

Low Monthly Payment Option

Private treatment for a child (10.00-15.30)

£90.37/month over 36 months (7.89% Interest)

0% Finance

Private treatment for adults and children (10.00-15.30)

 £200/month at 0% interest for 12 months (£500 Deposit required)









Treatments available

We have orthodontic treatments to suit all budgets & lifestyles




Metal Fixed ‘Champagne’ Braces by Iconix®




Clear Ceramic Fixed Braces from Clarity™




Invisible, Lingual, behind the teeth braces from Incognito™




Removable, Clear Invisalign® aligners




Orthodontics for wind and brass instrument musicians




Quick Fix Orthodontic Treatments









Invisalign® at Ewell

Teeth straightening with clear, nearly invisible braces.

Ewell Orthodontics are the Invisalign® experts in Surrey.

Free teeth whitening with all Invisalign treatments (exc. Invisalign i7)


Invisalign Treatment





Free virtual consultation



Start now




Our Blog

The latest news and updates from our practice and Orthodontics in general



Common misconceptions about dental check-ups
  Common misconceptions about dental check-ups Although we live in an era of unprecedented access to information, there are some misconceptions about dental check-ups that we hear all the time. So, here are 7 myths about dental check-ups [...]








Can adults get free braces in Surrey?
  Can adults get free braces in Surrey? If you're curious about who qualifies for free braces, you're in the right place. In this blog, we'll delve into who’s eligible for NHS-funded braces and explore the alternatives for [...]








When to seek a second opinion for Invisalign
 When to seek a second opinion for Invisalign Invisalign is the market-leading aligner system, offering a discreet way to straighten teeth effectively. However, its success relies on the experience of the clinician planning and overseeing your treatment. If [...]












More from our Blog
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175 Kingston Road
Ewell
Surrey
KT19 0AA

 View map

Tel: 020 8394 2324
Fax: 020 8394 2343
Email: info@ewellorthodontics.co.uk

Travel directions from Epsom









		
																					

																										
							Opening hours
			

	Monday	08:30-17:00
	Tuesday	08:30-18:45
	Wednesday	08:30-17:00
	Thursday	08:30-17:00
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			Don’t miss out on your

FREE assesment

	Get an ultra-realistic preview of your future smile

	
See how different braces will look on you



	
Just upload your photos – no appointment required



	
No commitment at all








Start now – it only takes a few minutes
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